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1. INTRODUCTION 
Ever since their inception, ,&nuclear spaces have occupied by and large the 
attention of a number of investigators in the past. In almost all cases people 
have confined their attention to the study of l-nuclear spaces by 
particularising the sequence space ,I in question. In this direction when A= s, 
the space of rapidly decreasing sequences (Brudovskii [ 1,2]) characterized 
the strongly nuclear spaces, followed by a corrected version of the same by 
K&he [ 15 1, who also introduced the notion of uniform s-nuclearity for 
K&he sequence spaces. Later on, Ramanujan [ 19 ] studied the /i X (a)-nuclear 
spaces, /l,(a) being a nuclear power series space of infinite type. On the 
other hand, Rosenberger [2 I] investigated the @nuclear spaces 
corresponding to the sequence space I,. @ being a function on IF ’ (which is 
subadditive, monotone and continuous). introduced earlier by Gramsch [6]. 
while Terzioglu [25 ] considered the problem of A(P)-nuclearity associated 
with a nuclear G,-space A(P) and extended a number of results of K&he 
and Ramanujan. Likewise, Robinson [20] studied the /1 ,(a)-nuclearity 
corresponding to a nuclear power series space /i,(a) of finite type. (For an 
exhaustive account of this development. the reader is referred to the survey 
article [lo]). In [lo] it has been observed that “it is not an easy going task 
to dig out characterisations of A-nuclear maps unless we particularize the 
operator and the space in question.” This observation is borne out by the 
fact that the situation in characterising I-nuclear spaces seems to be 
comparatively more pleasant. Accordingly, we study in this paper the 
problem of characterising 1-nuclear spaces and establish several (possibly 
new) characterisations of such spaces. Most of the results are motivated by 
their corresponding analogues developed already in the theory of nuclear 
spaces and these results also extend some of the propositions on A(P)-nuclear 
spaces known so far. 
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2. TERMINOLOGICAL EXCERPTS 
The investigations carried out in this paper essentially depend upon the 
following three tools from functional analysis: (a) rudiments from locally 
convex spaces; (b) basics from the general theory of sequence spaces; and 
(c) elementary knowledge of approximation and Kolmogorov numbers 
related to operators in normed spaces. To have a glimpse into these topics, 
as well as for several unexplained terms in this paper, we respectively follow 
17, 12, 14, 171. H owever, we recall hereafter only a few terms relevant to the 
present study. 
(a) Unless otherwise mentioned, the symbols X, Y.... will stand for 
Hausdorff locally convex spaces (l.c. TVS) and E, F,... will denote normed 
spaces; also the letter H with or without suffix will stand for an arbitrary 
separable Hilbert space. The letters .G@~ and Q,r, respectively, designate the 
fundamental system of all barrelled neighbourhoods at the origin in X and 
the family of all continuous seminorms generating the topology ,7-, of X; in 
case there is no ambiguity, we shall occasionally drop the suffix X from 
these letters. Members of .3?v will usually be written as u, L’.... and the 
corresponding Minkowski functionals as p,,,p[,,... whilst the members of P,- 
are to be designated by p. q.... . In the context of normed spaces. the letters Ii 
and V will stand for closed unit balls in E or H, and F or Hz. respectively. 
We write X, for the quotient space X/ker pu. normed through the function 
$,(x,) =p,(x). x, = x + ker p,, and 2, for its completion in this norm. For 
u. L’ E .ti;: with c < u (u absorbs LY). we write 4, and @C, respectively, for the 
natural surjection X + X, and the natural embedding X,. + X,. Obviously 
one has 4, = 4f o $,. The symbols d,, and 6: will, respectively. designate the 
extensions of these mappings to the completions 2, and X,.. Also, for 
u E .-8,y we denote by X*(u’) the linear span of u” in X* which is a Banach 
space with respect to the norm p,,“(f) = suprcu If(X JE X*(u’). It is a 
routine exercise to verify that (X*(u”),puO) and ((X,)*,d,*) are isometrically 
isomorphic under the mappingf+f,f(x,) =f(?c), b,* being the dual norm on 
Xz, obtained from the norm p^, on X,. 
As usual, we write Ur(X, Y) for the space of all continuous linear 
operators from X into Y. Recall that a linear operator T: X -+ Y is called 
bounded (resp. precompact) if there exists u E -2,, such that T(u) is bounded 
(resp. precompact) in Y and we denote by yi(X, Y) (resp. q(X, Y)) the 
space of all such operators. Clearly 
qx. Y) c 2*(X, Y) c rz”(X, Y). 
(b) Let w denote the space of all scalar-valued sequences x = Ix,,}. We 
assume the reader’s familiarity with the symbols e” and e. denoting, respec- 
tively, the n th unit vector and the unit vector in w. A subspace A of w with 
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sp(r”; II > l} c L is called a sequerzce space. The K6fhe dual of i. is the 
sequence space 1’ defined by 
Spaces 1 and 1’ form a dual pair (A,,4 *j through the natural bilinear form 
(x,?‘)+~n>,X”J’,. XEA, YEA”, and hence L and A’ can be equipped 
with several polar topologies. In addition to this, there is another natural 
topology on 1, namely, the normal topology q(L, II ‘), which is generated by 
the family ( pY ; 1’ E L ’ } of seminorms on 1, where 
Further, a sequence space A is called perfect if A= 1 ’ * and normal if 
I”1 c A. A set P c w satisfying the conditions: (i) for each a E P, a,1 > 0, 
Vn > 1; (ii) for each n E N, there exists a E P with a, > 0; and (iii) for 
a, b E P, there exists c E P with a,, b, < c,, Vn > 1, is called a power set and 
the sequence space 
is called a Ktirhe sequence space generated by P. Unless stated otherwise. 
A(P) will always be assumed equipped with the locally convex topology ,$, 
generated by the family (pa: a E P) of seminorms. It can be easily verified 
that A(P) is complete in this topology. A K&he space A(P) is said to be a 
G,m-space (resp. G,-space) if it satisfies the following (additional) conditions: 
(iv) For a E P. 0 < a, < a,, , < ... (resp. 0 < a,,, , < a, < ...). 
(v) For each a E P, there exists b E P such that ai < b, (resp. 
a,, < bi), for n > 1. 
In the sequel. we shall frequently make use of the sequence space A(P: 0) 
constructed below. Indeed, let 4: R + + IF: + be a continuous function with the 
following properties: ( 1) 4(x + y) < #(x) + @(y), x, ~1 E P + : (2) #(x) < 4(J) 
for s, J’ E R + with x <>I; and (3) @(O) = 0. Corresponding to such a function 
and a power set P, we define the sequence space A(P; 4) by 
A(P;@)= jsEw: 1‘ $(lx,I)a,< m.VaEP(. 
n>l 
In what follows we confine mainly to the case when P is a nuclear K&he set 
in the sense that A(P) is a nuclear space. 
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(c) Let E and F be Banach spaces. For TE 5?‘(E, F) we denote by a,(T) 
the n th approximation number of T defined by 
a,(T)= inf(llT-A(I: dimA <n}. 
For an arbitrary sequence space 1, we say that an operator T E P(E, F) is 
of hype if (u,(T)} E A. Further, if u, L! E .9,r with c < u, we define the n th 
Kolmogorov diameter 6,,(v, u) of c relative to u by 
an(~), u) = inf(,I > 0: u c Au + L, dim L < n}. 
For TE P(E, F), the number 6,(T) = S,(T(U), V) is called the nth 
Kolmogorov number of T. 
The diametral dimension A(X) of an l.c. TVS X is defined to be the 
collection of all sequences x E w with the property that to each u E 9u, 
there corresponds v E 9x, v < u such that lim,_, x,d,(u, u) = 0. For more 
details and related results, we refer to 1231. 
3. A-NUCLEARITY 
We introduce here the basic definitions of different types of “1-nuclear” 
maps and study the associated nuclearity of locally convex spaces. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let T E 2(X, Y) and 1 be an arbitrary sequence space. 
(i) T is said to be A-nuclear if there exist a E 1, an equicontinuous 
sequence {f,,} cX* and a sequence (J,,} c Y with ((II,, g)} E ix for each 
g E Y* such that 
T(x) = K’ no, aJ&).b y x E x. 
(ii) T is said to be pseudo-&nuclear (or l-nuclear) if T satisfies all 
the conditions laid down in (i) above with ,I * being replaced by I”. 
(iii) T is said to be quasi-l-nuclear if for each p E .GZ?,., there exist 
a E J and an equicontinuous sequence (f,} c X* such that 
The collection of all such operators is denoted by L I ‘T(X, Y). 
DEFINITION 3.2. A seminorm p on an l.c. TVS X is called quasi-A- 
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nuclear provided there exist {C,, ( E 1 and an equicontinuous sequence 
{f,, 1 c X” such that 
p(s 1 Q “ / i,,\.Lf;, ,I. .Y E ‘Y. - 
n-i I 
The proofs of the following propositions are straightforward and hence are 
omitted. 
PROPOSITION 3.3(a). The composition of art)’ of the operators in 
Definition 3.1 with a continuous linear operator is of the same kind. 
PROPOSITION 3.3(b). If I. is a normal seuence space, then the 
composition of a continuous linear operators rz*ith an operator of A-type jvields 
an operator of the same type. 
PROPOSITION 3.3(c). An operator TE 2 (X, Y) is quasi-A-nuclear if and 
only tf the seminorm q o T is quasi-L-nuclear on X for each q E G’,, . 
PROPOSITION 3.3(d). An operator T E 2-(X. Y) is quasi-k-nuclear if and 
only if there exists a quasi-l-nuclear seminorm p on X such that the set A, = 
( T.x: p(X) < I } is bounded in Y. 
DEFINITION 3.4. An l.c. TVS X is said to be L-nuclear (resp. I-nuclear) 
provided that to each u E .9,Y there corresponds 17 E .-9.ts-,, c < u such that the 
map 6:: XC + X,, is kn.tclear (resp. I-nuclear). 
The following theorem on the characterisation of knuclearity of an l.c. 
TVS is the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3.5. For an l.c. TVS X. the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) X is l-nuclear. 
(ii) For each u E .-!I?, the map i,: X -2, is I-nuclear. 
- (iii) Each continuous linear mapping from X into any Banach space F 
is L-nuclear. 
Proof. (i) * (ii) follows from Proposition 3.3(a). since q, = 4f 0 $?. 
(ii) a (i) Let u E .a. By the hypothesis, the map 4,: X -2, is I- 
nuclear. Thus 
(ii,(x) = k‘ no, %fn(+~) XI”‘+ x E x. (*I 
with usual restrictions on {a,}, (f,} c X* and {-xr’} cd,,. Let U, = (X E X: 
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If,(X)1 < 1. Vn >, 1 }. Since (f,} is equicontinuous, c, E ~8. Suppose 
r~=c,nu. Then v,E.z8 and z’cu. 
Define fn,: X,, + IK by 
f”k) =.f,(-K). x,. E X,, ; x,. = x + ker p,, . 
Observe that fn is well defined as 
If”C~)l G P,.,CK) < P,.(-K)Y vs E x, 
and since the preceding inequality is also valid uniformly in n, we find that 
for each .K,. E X,., 
IL(-%.,I <A(%). vrt > 1, 
thereby yielding the equicontinuity of {fn} c (it,)*. Further L’ c u. therefore 
we have the well-defined map @L: X,.+X,,. Hence, making use of (*), we get 
for each s,. in X,., 
where (a,} E A, {fn} c (X,.)* is equicontinuous and {,Y:‘} cX, is bounded. 
Thus 6: is l-nuclear. Consequently X is x-nuclear. 
(ii) * (iii) Let T: X-1 F be a continuous linear operator and so there 
exists p E V., such that 
II W)ll <PC-K). vx E x. 
Put L’ = (x E X: p(.u) < 1 }. Then L’ E 9z. By the hypothesis, $,,: X + 2,. is I- 
nuclear. 
Define g: X,, + F by 
,&,) = T(X), 
Since 
-K,. = X + ker Jr!,. 
II WI - m)lI < Pk -Y) = 0 
for -K,J~ E x,,, the mapping g is well defined. The continuity of g follows from 
the inequality 
Further 
11 &,.)/I = 11 T(x)11 <d-K) = b,.(X,.h x,. E x,. . 
&’ 0 &(-K) = g(X,) = T(X) 
and so T is j-nuclear by Proposition 3.3(a). 
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u E .~~:~~ 
m) 3 (ii) follows trivially because X,, is a Banach space for each 
, 
Note. The proof of the foregoing theorem suggests that the same is true 
when ;I-nuclearity is replaced by A-nuclearity. 
For our later use in this paper, we also prove 
THEOREM 3.6. For an l.c. TVS X, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(i) For each u E ..3. there exists c E ..3. P < u such that 4:: Jf,. --f 2, 
is quasi-L-nuclear. 
(ii) For each u E -3, 6,: X+ d, is quasi-l-nuclear. 
(iii) 9(X, F) c,.4 ‘1(X, F),for each normed linear space F. 
(iv) 2$(X, Y) c.. I .i(X, Y), for each l.c. TVS Y. 
(v) 2$(X, Y) c. I ‘1(X, Y), for each l.c. TVS Y. 
Proof: The equivalence of (i), (ii) and (iii) follows on the lines of proof 
of Theorem 3.5. 
(iii) z- (iv) Let T E yb(X, Y), then for some u E ~9~ and a balanced 
convex bounded set B c Y, we have T(u) c B. Since p,(Tk) <p,(x) for each 
x E X, the map 
where 
T;: X, -+ Y(B), 
T&J = T(x), x E x, 
is well defined and continuous. By (iii), 4, EL I ‘:(X, X,). Now observe that 
T = i, 0 rU, 0 9, and apply Proposition 3.3(a) to conclude (iv). 
(iv) 3 (v) This is obvious. 
(v) 3 (iii) Let TE y(X. F). Then 
T E qx. Y,), Y,=(F,o(F,F*))*TE.f‘;(X,Y,). 
Hence there exists a quasi-A-nuclear seminorm p in Q,y such that A,, = 
{ T.y:p(x) < 1 } is bounded in Y, (by Proposition 3.3(d)). But A, is bounded 
in the norm topology of F. Therefore, by the same proposition 
T E L I ‘I(X, F). Thus U;(X, F) C. I ‘p\(X, F) and the result is established. 
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4. X(P;@)-NUCLEARITY 
To obtain analytical characterisations of i-nuclear spaces, we need to put 
restrictions on the sequence space II. This is accomplished in the next 
theorem by choosing A to be a suitable sequence space; indeed, we take A to 
be A(P; 0) defined in Section 2, where we assume that P is a nuclear Kiithe 
set of increasing type in the sense that A(P) is a nuclear space and that the 
elements of P are increasing sequences. We start with a lemma which 
establishes equivalence among several kinds of operators (on Hilbert spaces) 
associated with a sequence space 1 with A= k(P; d), as described just now. 
The conditions on P as mentioned above will be assumed throughout this 
section unless stated otherwise. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let H, and H, be Hilbert spaces and T E Y(H, , Hz). Then 
the folloGng statements are equivalent: 
(i) T is x(P; $)-nuclear. 
(ii) T is quasi-A(P; @)-nuclear. 
(iii) T is ofA(P; #)-type. 
(iv) T* is ofA(P; #)-type. 
(v) T* is x(P; #)-n&ear. 
(vi) T* is quasid(P; $)-nuclear. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii) is obvious. 
(ii) + (iii) By (ii) we have 
with usual restrictions on {a,1 and (f,t. For n E N. we define the closed 
subspace M, of H, by 
M,= {xE H,:(x,J)=O,i= 1,2 ,..., n). 
Clearly, codim M, < n. By the well-known decomposition theorem for 
Hilbert spaces, we have H, = M, 0 Mi, M,I being the orthogonal 
complement of M, in H, . Since HI/M, z Mi, we get dim Mi < n. 
Let U denote as usual the closed unit ball in H,. Using (*j, for each 
xE UnM,, we have 
Hence, 
IIWl< x Iail=t;,, say. 
i>n+ I
T(UnM,)cC,K 
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V being the closed unit ball in Hz. Taking polars and applying lemma of 
123, p. 65 ]. we obtain 
T*(v”)c~,uo+M,~6,(T*(v”),L~o)~~,. n> 1. 
Since (i,,} E ,I(P;d) (cf. ]16. p. 32; 8: 17, pp. 132 and 1481) 
a,(T) = CfJ T”) = 6,( T*( VO), CT’), rz> 1. 
we find that (a,(r)} E n(P; 4), thus establishing (iii). 
(iii) 3 (i) Since (u,,(T)} E ;1(P; @) c I’, it follows that T is nuclear, 
hence compact, and therefore 
T(s) = \‘ a,(.u, e,> h,. sE H,. 
n>l 
where (e,} and (h,} are orthonormal sequences in H, and Hz, respectively 
(cf. [!7, Section 8.3.11). But by [ 17, Theorem 8.3.21. a,, = u,(T), giving that 
T is A(P; #)-nuclear. 
Likewise, one can establish the equivalence (iii) a (iv) o (v) o (v) o 
(vi). (Here (iii) o (iv) follows from the fact that for compact T. a,,(T) = 
cr,(T*).) Thus the result is completely established. 
An immediate consequence of the preceding lemma is contained in 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For an l.c. TVS X and the sequence space /1= A(P; 9). 
the foIlon-ing statements are equivalent: 
(i) X is j(P: @)-nuclear. 
(ii) For each u E .d, there exists I’ E .-~9, L’ 4’ u such that 
6; E L f ‘p,(i,. , 2,). 
(iii) For each u E .d. $,, E, 1 ‘7(X, 2,). 
(iv) Z/(X. F) =. f ‘T(X, F),fir each normed space F. 
(v) ;C;(X, Y) =, 1 ‘7(X, Y), for each l.c. TVS Y. 
(vi) yi;(X, Y) =% I ‘f:(X. Y),for each l.c. TVS Y. 
Proof. The equivalence of the conditions (ii) through (vi) follows from 
Theorem 3.6. (The equality in the last three conditions follows as a conse- 
quence of the fact that the elements of c P-:(X, Y) being 
quasinuclear-because A(P; $) c II--are a fortiori precompact operators.) 
Also (i) o (ii) follows from Lemma 4.1, for under each of the conditions (i) 
and (ii), 2, is a Hilbert space for each u E .3. 
Remark. The condition (iv) in the foregoing proposition cannot be 
strengthened to the case when F is replaced by an arbitrary l.c. TVS Y, for 
instance, we have 
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EXAMPLE 4.3. Let X be an infinite-dimensional A(P)-nuclear space, 1(P) 
being a G,-nuclear space. It is clear that the continuous (identity) map 
i: X+X is not quasi-1(P)-nuclear, for otherwise it is then precompact, 
contradicting the infinite-dimensional character of X. 
We now prove the crucial 
THEOREM 4.4. For an l.c. TVS X, the follobting statements are 
equiLlalent: 
(i) X is X(P; $)-nuclear. 
(ii) For etlery u E 28, there exist (C,} E L(P; 4) and an equicontinuous 
sequence {f,,} c X* such that 
(iii) To etlery u E .;d, there corresponds L! E .d. ~1 -: u such that 
(d,(L?, u I} E l(P; $). 
Proof. (i) + (ii) By the hypothesis, to each u E 2, there corresponds 
11 E .2, L’ < u such that the map 
is x(P; $)-nuclear and, therefore, it is quasi-i(P; ti)-nuclear. Thus there exist 
([,,} E A(P; 4) and an equicontinuous sequence {fn} c (X,,)* = (X,.)* 2 
X*(c’) such that 
(ii) 3 (iii) For u E 3, the space X, can be considered a Hilbert space, 
since X is a nuclear space by virtue of (ii) (see [ 17. Proposition 4.141). Also 
there exists L’ E .3 such that (f,} c ~1’. Consider the map 
Then (**) implies that 
where {f”} c (Xl,)*. Hence 4: is quasi-A(P; 4)-nuclear and by Lemma 4.1, 4: 
is of l(P;$)-type. Since a,,(~‘, u) < a,(#t;)=a,(dC) (cf. [ 17, p. 1481) it 
follows that (B,(u, u)} E l(P; q). 
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(iii) * (i) We have (an(~‘, u)t E i(P; 9) CI I’. Thus X is nuclear (cf.. for 
instance. [ 17. p. 9.4.11) and. therefore. the mapping $t is nuclear and a 
fortiori compact. Since X, is a Hilbert space for each u E .n’, we have 
a,(&) = dn(z’, u). Thus & is of A(P; @)-type and, therefore. l(P: $)-nuclear by 
Lemma 4.1. This establishes the x(P: @)-nuclearity of X. 
Remark. The equivalence (i) 0 (ii) follows also from ] 16. 
Proposition 2.4.21 and the remark following it where A(P: $) is replaced by 
any normal sequence space A c I’. 
Further restrictions on the porter set P. In this subsection we establish 
certain results on the characterisation of x(P; $)-nuclear spaces which are 
obtained by putting some additional constraints on P or $. In the present 
situation we restrict P to be a nuclear power set of infinite type. We start 
with the following result where the G,-character of P yields an alternative 
criterion for the x(P; #)-nuclearity (of an l.c. TVS) which is slightly different 
from that given in Theorem 4.4. With these restrictions on P, we have 
PROPOSITION 4.5. An l.c. TVS X is x(P; $)-nuclear if and only if for 
each p E G? x, there exist [E L(P; 4) and an equicontinuous sequence 
(f,} c X* such that the inequalit) 
~(4 G ;tfy i 1 c,~x~f,~~ 1 
is valid for each x E X. 
Proof. The sufficiency part follows trivially from Theorem 4.4. To prove 
the necessity part, we again appeal to Theorem 4.4 to get, for each p E Y,y. 
an equicontinuous sequence (f, } c X* and (A,,} E I(P; 4) such that 
By virtue of the above inequality, it suffices to show that ( 2nkL,,} E L(P; @), 
for each k > 1. Indeed, by a result in [25, p. 4981. for each k > 1, there exist 
p E P and M > 0 such that 
nk <Mp,, vn> 1. 
Now, for a E P, we get c E P such that 
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by using the G,-character of P. Therefore 
(2dAJ E l(P; 4). 
Before we prove our next result, we make the following definition. 
DEFINITION 4.6. Let X be an l.c. TVS. A set A c w is said to be 
uniforml~~ contained in d(X), if for each u E 3’x, there exists L’ E .59’. I’ < II 
such that lim,,, x,,~,,(L~, u) = 0 for each x in A. 
A characterisation of J(P)-nuclearity of an l.c. TVS in terms of its 
diametral dimension is contained in 
PROPOSITION 4.7. An l.c. TVS X is A(P)-nuclear if and only if P is 
uniformly contained in A(X). 
Proof: Suppose X is A(P)-nuclear. Let u E 2’,. By Theorem 4.4 there 
exists z! E 9x, LJ i u such that (s,(tl, u)} E l(P), that is, 
\‘ 6,(u, u) a, < co, Vu E P. 
n>1 
In particular, we have ~JL!, U) a, + 0 for each a in P, that is, P is uniformly 
contained in d(X). 
Conversely, let P be uniformly contained in A(X). Thus for each u E 3x, 
there exists ~1 E ~3~ with 21 <U such that for each a E P, there exists M, 
satisfying 
an&(u, u> ,< Ma, Qn> 1. 
Choose b E P arbitrarily. By the nuclearity of P, we get c E P with 
ma, l/c, < co. Now the G,-character of P yields an element a E P such 
that 6, c, < a,, for n > 1. Therefore, 
Applying Theorem 4.4, we find that X is A(P)-nuclear. 
DEFINITION 4.8. Let X and Y be l.c. TVS over the same field IK and A an 
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arbitrary sequence space. A bilinear form B: X x I;+ Ir is said to be E.- 
nuclear provided it can be expressed as 
where (i,} E /1. {f,} cX* is equicontinuous and {g,} c I’* satisfying 
((y,g,)}EAX for eachyE I’. 
It is known [ 17, 7.4.41 than an l.c. TVS X is nuclear if and only if for 
every Banach space F, each continuous bilinear form on X X F is nuclear. it 
being understood that a nuclear bilinear form is nothing but a A-nuclear 
bilinear form for A= I’. For specific sequence spaces A# I’. we have the 
following characterisation of J-nuclear spaces in terms of continuous bilinear 
forms. In the rest of this section we assume that 4 satisfies the (additional) 
condition: 
(d) There exist it4 > 1 and f0 E IF ’ such that @(&) < \lqw). 
for all f E [0, t, 1. 
This condition yields the inclusion: 1(P; 41 c i(P; q). k(P; 4). In such a case 
it follows that the notions of 1(P; g)- and A(P; $)-nuclearity are the same (see 
[ 16, Proposition 2.3.11). 
THEOREM 4.9 (KERNEL THEOREM). An L.C. TVS X is k(P; @)-nuclear if 
and only if for each Banach space F, every continuous bilinear form on 
X x F is A(P; q5)-nuclear. 
ProoJ Necessity: This follows from 14, Theorem 2.13 1. 
Sufjciency : Let u E -9,Y be arbitrarily chosen. Consider the Banach 
space X*(u’) and define a bilinear form 
B: X x X*(u’) 4 IV\, 
B(x, a) = (?c, a!, x E x, a E X”(uO). 
Now. 
INK- aI= I& a>l < p,(x)p,o(a), x E x, a E X”(uO), 
giving that B is continuous. Hence, by the given hypothesis 
B(x, 4 = x L,(xd,>(a g,i, x E x, a E x*(uO), 
n>l 
(:i:) 
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where IL, I E W; 41, (f, I =X* is equicontinuous and (g,} c (X*(u”))* 
such that {(a, g,)} E (A@‘: 4)) ‘, for each a E X*(u’). By the remark 
preceding this result, we have A(P; 4) c A(P; 4) . A(P, 4). Thus, there exist 
A. v E A(P; $) with [, = ,I,q,,, n > 1 and, therefore, (*) yields the inequality 
where 
Hence 
with 
Now 
for each a E X*(u’). Therefore, using the Banach-Steinhaus theorem, it 
follows that (q,gn} c (X*(u”))* is equicontinuous. Thus, since {f,,) is 
equicontinuous, we get 
lj-,C~,l =PXV, g,) If/LVI G M lfnC~)l G Mdxh x E x. 
Hence {fn} c X* is equicontinuous. Therefore, applying Theorem 4.4 to 
(**), we conclude that X is @‘; @)-nuclear and hence A(P; @)-nuclear. 
5. BASES IN ~-NUCLEAR SPACES 
It is well known (see [5, 9, 181; cf. also [ 111) that an l.c. TVS X with an 
equicontinuous base (x, ;f,) is nuclear if and only if for each p E yY, there 
exists ~7 E Qz, ~7 > p such that 
The above result is easily seen to be equivalent to the “absolute basis 
theorem” of Dynin and Mityagin [5], which states that each equicontinuous 
base in a nuclear space is absolute. It is natural to ask for a corresponding 
result in A-nuclear spaces and that is what we attempt to answer in this 
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section. Indeed, the main result of this section is concerned with the 
extension of the Dynin-Mityagin theorem to the case of X-nuclear spaces. In 
particular, this also envelopes a proposition of the Dynin-Mityagin type 
proved earlier in [ 131 for the class of A(P)-nuclear spaces. when P is a stable 
nuclear G,Z-set. In what follows we assume in this section that P is a nuclear 
power set of infinite type. Before we come to the main result we make the 
following observation in the form of 
Remark 5.1. If P is a nuclear G,-set and d is a function as defined in 
Section 2, then (KC,} E l(P; 4) whenever .Y E L(P; 9). Indeed. from the 
nuclearity of l(P), there exist k > 1 and b E P such that n < kb,, Yn > I. 
Also, for a E P, there exists c E P such that anbn < c, for n > I. Thus, if 
a E P. we get 
We now prove our main result of this section, namely. 
THEOREM 5.2. An l.c. TVS X equipped with an equicontinuous base 
(xn ; f, } is j(P; #)-nuclear if and only if to each p E G.Z~, there correspond 
q E CZx, q >p and an injection rc: N + N Gth $N) = (n E N:p(x,) f O} 
such that 
\ PC~M”,) 1 
1 9(x,,,,) ( E L(p; 4). (*) 
Proof. Necessity : Since X is l(P; 4)nuclear, it is nuclear and a fortiori 
a Schwartz space. Hence from [24, p. 81. corresponding to each p E Irx. 
there exists q1 E 6ZK such that 
6) PC~,Mx,) * 0. 
Let 
P*(x) = ;“,9 {If,(x)l P(x,)L x E x. 
Then the equicontinuity of (x, ;f,,} yields the continuity of p* on X. Hence. 
using Theorem 4.4, we get qz E 9?x such that 
kL(U,~~ uq,N E w; 4) 
6) * ~n~Auq2~ u,,)} E W 4) 
(cf. foregoing remark), where uq, = (x E X: q,(x) < l}. 
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Also, there exists q, E GZX with 
(iii) P*(x) < q,(x), x E x. 
Thus, if q(x) = max{q,(x), q*(x), q3(x)}, then (i), (ii) and (iii) lead to 
(1) Pwldx,) +” 0; 
(2) {n&&3 up.)} E J(R q): 
and 
(3) p*(x) < q(x), for x E X. 
Define 
I PW a,= pm’ dx,) # 0 
( 0, 4(x,) = 0. 
Since u, + 0, there exists an injection TC: N + bJ with z(N) = (n E N; 
p(x,) # 0) and 
a -T(m) G %oll~ whenever m > n. 
Suppose 
L, = sP(x,(,,,-u,cz,,...,XR,m,), 
Clearly dim L, < n. Let 
x E c&&$7. n-L) 
and so 
4Cx) G ’ lfrCi,(x)l 4(x7rCi,) 
,r, 
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Therefore. by a result due to Tikhomirov 123. p. 58 1. we get 
d&4,* up*) > a,,,n,* for m > I. 
Thus. from (2) we obtain 
(u rr(rnll E w 9) 
Suflciency : Suppose that (*) holds for a given p E Y, and some q E Vc 
and an injection 7~: b1 -+ n\l, where z(N) = (n E W;p(.u,,) # O}. 
Define 
and 
g,@) =PC~,)“fA-~), .K E x. 
Now, for .Y E X with q*(x) < 1. we have 
1 
* suPW”(~~)I: s*@) < 11 < - 
q(x,) ’ 
Qn > 1. 
3 P@,) suP{lf”(x)I: SX(-~) < 1 I G Pkl) - 
4(-K,) ’ 
Qna 1, 
Vn > 1. 
Therefore, by the hypothesis, (rnCn,} E A(P; @). If, for x E X, we set 
i 
g,(-~) 
g”,(x) = ’ 6-n ’ 
if i, # 0 
10 I 1 if [, = 0, 
then from 
x = \’ f,(x) x,, x E x, 
n>1 
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we get 
Since (g&)1/[, <q*(x) for x E X and n > 1, it follows that the sequence 
lg,,} c X* is equicontinuous and, therefore, appealing to Theorem 4.4, the 
A(P; @)-nuclearity of X is established. 
6. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we apply the foregoing results to obtain new information on 
the x(P; 4).nuclearity of locally convex spaces. The first result of this section 
not only gives an alternative proof of the Grothendieck-Pietsch-K&he 
criterion for the l-nuclearity of (K&he) sequence spaces but also generalizes 
the aforementioned criterion to.the case when A is not necessarily a G,- 
space. Indeed, it is shown that a Grothendieck-Pietsch-Kothe-type criterion 
is valid for x(P,; $)-nuclear K&he sequence spaces. P, being a nuclear 
K&he set of infinite tJ’pe and $ a function as defined in Section 2. 
Throughout this section we assume these conditions on P, and 4. unless 
otherwise stated. 
THEOREM 6.1. A K&he sequence space l(P) is a(Pi; $)-nuclear if and 
only if to each a E P, there correspond b E P, b > a and an injection 
x:iN+N with~(bJ)=(nEN;a,#O}suchthat 
Proof: The natural topology on l(P) is generated by the family 
( p, ; a E P} of seminorms p, on J(P), where p, is defined by 
p,(x) = \‘ Is, 1 a,. x E J(P). - 
tl>l 
It is easy to see that (e”; e”) forms a Schauder base for L(P). From the 
inequality 
sup{le”@)l pa( = w I-w,l <PA-~)- x E l(P), 
n>1 n>1 
where a E P, there follows the equicontinuity of the base (e”; e” 1 in l(P). 
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a -C(n) pa(ex’n)) 
-=ph(eR(n))3 b 
b’n > 1, 
n(n) 
the result immediately follows from Theorem 5.2. 
Note. One may also prove the above result in a slightly more general 
form by restricting P, to be only nuclear and of increasing type and the 
corresponding proof may be briefly sketched as follows. Indeed, for each a in 
P. let J, = (n E N: a,, # 0) and 2, be the completion of A, = I.(P)/p;‘(O). If 
IA is the canonical preimage of 1’ relative to J,, then A, is isometrically 
isomorphic to a dense subspace of f: under the map You,: An + IA, YQ(.<) = 
(anxn}, where for each x in A(P), zi? represents the collection of all sequences 
4’ in L(P) agreeing with x on .I,. Thus the unique extension $a of !P” makes 
1, isometrically isomorphic to 1:. Corresponding to each a in P choose b in 
P such that a < b. Then the diagonal map 0:: 1; + IA, 0: = (an/b,,} is given 
by 
4: being the natural (canonicaj) embedding from 1, onto x,. With these 
comments we find that d(P) is L(P,; #)- nuclear if and only if to each a in P 
there exists b in P such that the diagonal m-ap 0:: 1: + 1: is x(P, ; 4)-nuclear. 
However, the requirement of Df: being A(P,; #)-nuclear is equivalent to 
establishing the x(P,; $)-nuclear character of Df: when it is considered from 
I’ into itself, and this is achieved by using the more general 
PROPOSITION 6.1’. A diagonal map D:I’+I’. D= (d,}; d,>O for 
n > 1. is x(P,, ; @)-nuclear if and only if there exists a permutation 71 of J, = 
(n E N: d, # 0) such that (d,,,,} E L(P,; @). 
The proof of this proposition is carried out by extending the arguments of 
a similar result for s-nuclear diagonal maps given in [ 15); shortage of space 
possibly prevents us from reproducing the same here. 
The proof of the following result runs on the lines similar to those of the 
preceding theorem. 
THEOREM 6.2. A sequence space (1, ~(1,1’ )) is x(P, ; @)-nuclear if and 
only iffor every a E 1 x, a, > 0, n > I, there exists b E Lx, b, > 0 for n > 1, 
and an injection ~7: N + N with z(N) = (n E N; a, # 0) such that 
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Remark. Theorem 6.2 generalizes an earlier result of Kamthan and 
Gupta [12, p. 2881, where a similar result is proved for the nuclearity of 
(4 w, J x )I. 
We have seen in Theorem 6.1 that the injection appearing therein varies 
with a E P. Following KQthe [ 151, we say that a K&he space A(P) is 
uniformly x(P,; #)-nuclear if there exists a permutation 7~: N -+ N such that 
for each a E P, there exists b E P, b > a with 
It can be easily verified that uniform x(P,, ; #)-nuclearity implies the x(P, ; $)- 
nuclearity of a Kothe space. However, the converse holds for smooth 
sequence spaces of either type as is shown in the following two theorems. 
THEOREM 6.3. The following conditions on a G,-space A(P) are 
equivalent: 
(i) A(P) is X(P,; @)-nuclear. 
(ii) For every a E P, there exists c E P, c > a such that ( l/c,} E 
w,; @I* 
(iii) There exists a E P with ( l/u,} E I(P,; 4). 
(iv) A(P) is uniformly X(P,; #)-nuclear. 
ProoJ (i) + (ii) Let a E P. By Theorem 4.4, there exists c E P, c > a 
such that (6,(u,, a,)} E A(P,; 4). Let 
;k7, = sp(e,, e, ,..., e,}. 
For x E Yn, we have 
p,(x)= K‘ lxilci= 5 lXiJUi$ 
iyl i=l I 
< $ iF, (-xil ui = ~Po(-~). 
/ 
Therefore, for x E U, n Pi, we obtain 
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By Lemma 9.1 [ 23 ], we get 
(ii) 3 (iii) This is trivial. 
(iii) + (iv) Let a E P. There exists c E P. a < c with ( l/c,} E A(P,,; 9). 
Also, there exists d E P such that d > a. d > c and so ( I/d,} E l(P,,; 9). For 
a E P, there exists b E P with ~73 < b_“. n > 1. and, therefore, (a,/b,,} E 
A(P,; 4). Thus k(P) is uniformly A(P,: $)-nuclear and (iii) =7 (iv) is 
established. 
(iv)* (i) Th’ IS f allows from the remarks preceding this theorem. 
THEOREM 6.4. For a G,-space l(Q), the following conditions are 
equitlalent : 
(i) A(Q) is x(PO; q)-nuclear. 
(ii) Q c W,; @). 
(iii ) 1(Q) is uniformly i(PO ; 4)-nuclear. 
Proof. (i) 3 (ii) Let a E Q. By Theorem 4.4, we have (6,(u,, u,)] E 
l(P,; 4) for some b E Q, b > a. As in the previous theorem, we get. for each 
x E 2; = sp(e,. e, ,.... e, 1, 
Using Lemma 9.1 [23], we get 
Thus Q c A(P, ; 4). 
(ii) z- (iii) Let a E Q. There exists b E Q with a, Q bi, n > 1. Since 
b E Q c A(P, ; 4). we get (a,/b,} E A(P,, ; 4). Thus, A(Q) is uniformly 
;i(P, ; @)-nuclear. 
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Note. An inspection of the proofs of the foregoing two theorems suggests 
that P can be taken as a nuclear power set of increasing type. 
Before we prove the last two results of this section, we recall that a 
Schauder base (x, ;f,,} in an l.c. TVS X is said to be a Q-ful!~~ l-base (A 
being an arbitrary sequence space) provided there exists some permutation 
72: kJ -+ [N such that for each p E CZx, the map 
where 
yx-4 = V,,&) PCLIHJI. .I- E x. 
is continuous. For further details, we refer to [ 13 1. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let P be a K&he set of increasing type. An l.c. TVS X 
having a Q-fully J(P)-base is x(P,; #)- nuclear wlhenetler A(P) is A(P,,; @)- 
nuclear. 
Proof. The given hypothesis, together with the proof of Theorem 6.3, 
implies the existence of some a E P with ( l/a,} E A(P,; 4). Now, for any 
p E g,c;l_yr there exist 4 E LZx and some permutation rr: 64 + N such that 
In particular, we have 
Therefore. 
By the (*) condition and the increasing character of P, it follows that 
{x, ; f,} is an equicontinuous base in X. The last two conditions. together 
with Theorem 5.2. imply that X is x(P,; $)-nuclear. 
Remark. The above result improves upon a corresponding result in [ 13 1, 
where it is assumed that X is sequentially complete and P is a G,,-K&he set. 
The foregoing result removes these restrictions and, in addition, extends to 
the case when l(P,) is replaced by L(P,; #). 
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We now apply the main result of the previous section to give an alter- 
native proof of a result proved earlier in [ 131, where this result is proved by 
assuming the stability of A(P,,) and the Frechet character of X. Our method 
relaxes these conditions as well. More precisely, we have 
PROPOSITION 6.6. Let X be a A(P,)-nuclear space. Then every equicort- 
tinuous base {x, ;f,} iM X is a Q-fully A(P,)-base. 
Proof. The given condition, together with Theorem 5.2 suggests that for 
each pE9,, there exist q E V, and an injection 71: N + S\i with r(IJ) = 
(n E N : p(x,) # O} such that 
5 PkC,,)) = Qnd-Ym)r vn> 1, 
where (x E A(P). Now, for x E X and a E PO, we have 
where A4, = Ena, ] anan /, thereby establishing that {x, ;f,,} is a Q-fully 
A(P,)-base in X. 
In view of the observation preceding Theorem 4.9. it follows that if P is 
taken to be a nuclear G,-set and that 4 satisfies the condition (A), then all 
the results of Section 4 onward remain valid in case j(P; g)-nuclearity is 
replaced by l(P; d)-nuclearity. 
The space x,(X, Y). The structure of the space ;“,(X, Y), introduced 
earlier in [3], and which in particular includes some well-known spaces, e.g.. 
the von Neumann spaces discussed in [22, p. 521, may be sketched as 
follows. In fact, let A be a normal sequence space equipped with a locally 
convex topology Fy generated by the seminorms ( ps: s E ,i”-) such that K:?, 
is compatible with the pairing (A, Ax), ;“- being a family of a(A *, A)- 
bounded normal subsets of A ‘. We define 
and topologize n{X) by the seminorms (rc,,,: u E sX, s E .U’], where 
Z’,,,(X) =p,(( p&c,)}). With this background define i”((X, Y) to be the space 
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y(X, Y) equipped with the “A-topology” ,5i generated by the seminorms 
i~cl,s: .U E A (X}, u E Sy, s E 2’ }, where for T in 9(X, Y), n,,,,,(T) = 
P,({P, o T(x,)))=P,((P,(~~,)J). 
To the best of our knowledge, the nuclearity of y,(X, Y) has not been 
explored so far. In this last subsection, we make use of Theorem 4.4 to prove 
the A-nuclearity of y,(X, Y) for A = A(PO; d), where P, is a nuclear Kothe 
set of increasing type. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. If (A, gy) is x(P,, ; @)-nuclear, rhen the space 2:,(X, Y) 
is X(P, : #)-nuclear. 
Proof. Consider an arbitrary seminorm on LP,(X. Y) and a T in LP(X, Y). 
Then, using Theorem 4.4, we have 
G.,,,(T) G ” lVi(iPu(TXn)}, F’iIG 1: IAil ” P,(Tx~) l’LI* 1% i>l nzl 
where {A,} E A(P,;$) and (F’} CA* =A’ is equicontinuous on (A, i”;). By 
the Hahn-Banach theorem, we can select an equicontinuous sequence 
(f,} c Y* such that p,(Tx,) = l(T.:u,,f,j( for n > 1. Therefore 
n~.u.y(T) G \‘ IJiI \‘ (~~m,fiigk 3
i>l n>1 
where gi = /IiF; with ]&I = 1 for all i, n > 1. Since { gi} E A”, for each 
i > 1. by a result of [ 3, p. 1721 we find that the expression involving second 
sum of the foregoing inequality represents a continuous linear functional, 
say, pi on L&(X, Y). for each i > 1. We are done if we could show (Pi) is 
equicontinuous, and this is achieved as follows. In fact, by the equicontinuity 
of {F’}, we find an s in ,? so that for each T in xi(X, Y). we have 
and now make use of Theorem 4.4 once again to get the desired result. 
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